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Abstract: This study evaluated methods for automated classification of rain events into groups of “high” and “low” spatial and temporal variability in offline and online situations. The applied classification techniques are fast and based on rainfall data only, and can thus be applied by, e.g., water system operators to change modes of control of their facilities. A k-means clustering technique was applied to group events retrospectively and was able to distinguish events with clearly different temporal and spatial correlation properties. For online applications, techniques based on k-means clustering and quadratic discriminant analysis both provided a fast and reliable identification of rain events of “high” variability, while the k-means provided the smallest number of rain events falsely identified as being of “high” variability (false hits). A simple classification method based on a threshold for the observed rainfall intensity yielded a large number of false hits and was thus outperformed by the other two methods.
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1. Introduction

Rainfall is an important boundary condition for the design and operation of urban drainage systems. Compared to natural hydrology, detailed knowledge of the rainfall processes is even more important in the urban context as a result of the short reaction times from rainfall to runoff and the small spatial scales involved. From the view of a (urban) water systems operator, rain events can mainly be distinguished into two classes, stratiform and convective, which pose distinctly different challenges to the water system. Stratiform events typically cover large areas and are relatively continuous and uniform in intensity, while locally confined, vertical atmospheric motions characterize convective events [1], which often result in high rain intensities and large spatial variability. For a number of reasons we are interested in classifying rain events into these two classes based on available observations. In a design context, this could be choosing rain events as input for simulation studies, where the performance of different water system designs is evaluated in different situations [2]. For online purposes, we might want to apply a classification as input to a forecasting system which allows operators to, for example, avoid overloading the capacity of the sewer system by optimizing the operation of pumping stations or other actuators. In such forecasting applications radar rainfall measurements could be processed differently for different event types [3,4], different
flow forecast models could be applied [5], or the uncertainty scaling of a probabilistic flow forecast could be changed [6]. In the case of online classification it is typically important to provide a reliable identification of convective events as soon as possible during an event.

Classification of weather types can be performed subjectively or objectively. An overview of classification approaches is provided in [7,8]. Most approaches focus on large scales and apply additional input data such as atmospheric pressures, which may be unnecessary to distinguish rain events with stratiform and convective characteristics and which may be hard to obtain for operators of drainage systems. Simpler methods have applied thresholds for the observed rain intensity [9,10] or thresholds on mean rain intensity in the neighbourhood of a point [11], but may not fully exploit spatial and temporal patterns present in the data. Integer valued time series models have previously shown promising results for distinguishing between convective and stratiform rain events using rain gauge observations [12]. However, such techniques were developed for simple point measurements and become challenging on large datasets, both in terms of the analytical and the computational effort required.

During recent years, significant progress was made in measuring and forecasting spatial rainfall fields through radar [3,13–17], as well as numerical weather predictions (NWP) [14,18] for operational and design purposes in urban hydrology and future developments may lead to the application of satellite observations [19]. The spatial information in such data can be exploited for the purpose of distinguishing between different types of rainfall events [20]. Spatial rainfall information is provided over a variety of scales, ranging from countrywide radar or rainfall forecast products [3,21] to local area weather radar installations, covering areas in the range of 100 km$^2$ [22,23].

The aim of this study was to evaluate whether clustering and Gaussian techniques can be applied for the purpose of classifying types of rainfall events in online and offline situations based on rainfall observations only. Such techniques are easier to apply and easier to scale than previously applied modelling techniques [12]. At the same time, they allow for the exploitation of spatial and temporal features in rainfall measurements and forecasts, which should lead to higher classification accuracy than the application of simple threshold methods. Researchers [24] have suggested such a feature-based classification method for mesoscale data, but did not evaluate the applicability of their approach for detection during an event. The techniques applied in this article were developed for a set of rain gauge measurements with high temporal and spatial resolution, but should be applicable to large datasets of radar rainfall measurements or numerical weather predictions (NWP) with minor modifications.

In the following, the article is divided into two parts. First, a scheme for objective classification of rain events in offline situations was developed and applied to a set of historical measurements. Subsequently, methods for classifying rain events in an online situation were tested. In this second part, the classification obtained in the offline setting was used as a reference and the aim was to identify rain events of high spatial and/or temporal variability (i.e., convective events) as soon as possible after the beginning of the event, without falsely classifying stratiform events as being convective.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Rain Gauge Dataset

We used rain gauge observations from 34 gauges in the Copenhagen area (Figure 1). The gauges are operated by the Danish Water Pollution Committee (SVK) [25]. The considered dataset ranges from January 2009 until September 2015. The data were available with a temporal resolution of 1 min. We decided to integrate the measurements to a resolution of 10 min. The reasoning behind this was that the classification methodology proposed here might, with some modifications, also be applicable to radar rainfall data or numerical weather predictions which are often available at a temporal resolution of 10 min.
We identified rain events based on the common dataset of measurements for all gauges. A rain event was defined as starting if the measured intensity at one of the considered gauges exceeded the threshold level of 0.02 mm/min [26]. A rain event was defined as ending if the measured rain intensity at all gauges had, for at least one hour, been lower than the threshold level. The data in this separation period of one hour were not considered in the further analysis. Only rain events with a minimum length of 3 time steps or 30 min duration were considered in the analysis. In total, 1538 events were identified.

We split the dataset into a calibration period from January 2009 to March 2011, containing 454 rain events, and a validation period from March 2011 to September 2015, containing 1084 rain events.

2.2. Clustering for Event Type Identification Offline Based on Spatial and Temporal Characteristics

As a first step, we aimed to classify all 454 rain events in the calibration period as being either convective or stratiform. The classification developed for the calibration period was subsequently applied for the validation period and formed the reference for the online classification approaches. As the applied classification approach was purely data-driven and not verified against an expert classification, we denoted the groups as rain events of “high” and “low” variability to emphasize that our clustering may not fully correspond to a meteorological definition of stratiform and convective event types.

A common method for identifying groups in a dataset is k-means clustering. This technique was applied for the classification of extreme events in [27]. The application of a clustering methodology requires the definition of properties that can be used to characterize the rain events. Subsequently, the clustering algorithm can be used to sort the events into groups. These steps are described in the following sections.

2.2.1. Defining Features to Characterize Rain Events

Stratiform and convective rain events should have clearly different characteristics in terms of rain intensity as well as spatial and temporal variability. Convective events are often characterized by high rain intensities that can vary strongly in space and time, because the associated storms often travel at high velocities and are of limited extent. Stratiform events, on the other hand, would typically be more widespread with long-lasting rainfall over extended areas. Based on aggregated values for whole rain
In this study, we investigated a number of features that may describe these characteristics in the dataset of rain gauge observations. We considered:

- **criteria focusing on the maximal observed rain intensity:**
  - mean rain intensity during an event averaged over all gauges (MAVINT),
  - maximum rain intensity observed at any gauge during an event (MAXRMAX),

- **criteria focusing on the spatial variation of the observed rainfall:**
  - spatial variation of the mean rain intensities observed at the different gauges during an event, expressed as standard deviation of the mean rain intensities (SDAVINT),
  - spatial variation of the maximal rain intensities observed at the different gauges during an event, expressed as standard deviation of the maximal rain intensities (SDRMAX),
  - spatial variation of the instantaneous rain intensities observed at the different gauges, expressed as standard deviation of rain intensities measured at all gauges in the same time step, averaged over the whole event (SPATSD),
  - percentage of time steps without rain during a rain event, averaged over all rain gauges (MNLEN), and

- **criteria focusing on the temporal variation of observations during an event:**
  - absolute difference between measurements for consecutive time steps, averaged over all time steps and then all gauges. Only non-zero observations were considered. This property describes the degree of variation from one time step to another (MDEV).

The MNLEN feature may be considered a measure of spatial and temporal variability. If a rain event is highly variable and does not cover the whole considered area, it will occur time-lagged at the different gauges and in some places will not occur at all. This means that many of the gauges should exhibit a large percentage of zero observations in the course of the event.

After the computation of the above features, they were standardized to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. The resulting correlation matrix is depicted in Table 1. Clearly, many of the above features were strongly correlated (Table 1). We therefore applied principal component analysis (PCA, [28]) to identify a reduced set of variables which were independent from each other and could be used as input for a clustering routine (Section 2.2.2). The first 3 principal components were applied for classification in this study (Section 3).

### Table 1. Correlation between features used for characterizing variability of rain events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>MAVINT</th>
<th>SDAVINT</th>
<th>SPATSD</th>
<th>MAXRMAX</th>
<th>SDRMAX</th>
<th>MNLEN</th>
<th>MDEV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAVINT</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDAVINT</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPATSD</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAXRMAX</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDRMAX</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNLEN</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDEV</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2.2.2. Clustering into Event Types**

A common method to identify groups in a dataset is k-means clustering. We have applied the algorithm by [29], which is implemented in the R-package “Vegan” [30]. For a given number of clusters $K$, the algorithm identifies the location of the cluster centres in such a way, that the overall sum of squares from the data points to the nearest cluster centre is minimized. In the setup considered here,
a data point corresponds to a vector of standardized properties, characterizing spatial and temporal variability for a rain event as described in the previous section.

The approach requires the user to define a number of clusters $K$ which should be considered. This number should be small enough to yield stable and interpretable results for the clustering step. At the same time, $K$ should be large enough to be able to describe the major variations in the dataset. The following criterion was used to identify the optimal number of clusters [31]:

$$CH = \frac{SSB/K - 1}{SSW/n - K}$$

In Equation (1), $SSW$ corresponds to the sum of squares within the clusters, i.e., the sum of squared distances between the data points and the centre of the cluster assigned to each data point. $SSB$ corresponds to the sum of squares between the clusters, i.e., the sum of squared distances between all the cluster centres. $K$ is the number of clusters considered and $n = 454$ is the number of data points (or rain events) in the calibration period. The optimal number of clusters maximizes the criterion $CH$. The maximum is obtained by defining as few clusters as possible, that should have a distance $SSB$ as far as possible from each other, and by minimizing the distance $SSW$ between the data points and the corresponding cluster centre.

After identifying $K = 5$ as a suitable number of clusters and grouping all 454 rain events into clusters, the clusters were manually classified as events with “high” and “low” variability, based on the location of the cluster centre (see Section 3).

2.2.3. Validating Spatial and Temporal Variability of the Identified Groups of Rain Events

As a result of the approach described in the previous sections, all rain events in the calibration period were classified as being either of type “high” variability or of type “low” variability (i.e., convective or stratiform). However, the proposed methodology for offline classification is purely data-driven and based on a number of criteria that were solely defined based on common sense. The result of the classification should therefore be validated by analyzing the spatial and temporal characteristics of the identified groups in more detail, and by verifying that the events identified as being of “high” variability actually exhibit characteristics which are distinctly different from those events classified as being of “low” variability.

For the verification procedure, the dataset of 10 minute rainfall observations was split into two parts, each containing only those rain events that were classified as being of “high” and “low” variability, respectively.

Subsequently, covariograms [32] were computed for the two groups to describe the degree of similarity of rainfall measurements obtained at equal time points in space. The correlation between distant rainfall measurements would be expected to be much smaller for rain events that were classified as being of “high” variability, than for those of “low” variability.

The degree of similarity between rainfall measurements obtained at the same location but different time points can be described by the autocorrelation (ACF) and partial autocorrelation (PACF) functions [33]. These were computed separately for each rain event at each rain gauge, and subsequently averaged over all rain events. The median as well as the 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles of the ACF and PACF values obtained for the different locations and time lags are presented in Section 3.

2.3. Identifying Event Types Online in the Course of a Rain Event

While the previous sections focused on classifying rain events in an offline setting after the end of an event, the second part of the article focuses on classifying events in an online setting. The purpose of this work was to reliably identify rain events of “high” variability as soon as possible after the beginning of the event, while grouping as few as possible events of “low” variability falsely into the group of “high” variability (“false hits”).
The calibration period was used for training the online classification methods based on the results obtained in the offline classification. In the validation period, the classification results obtained using the online classification approaches were compared to the “truth” derived by classifying the rain events in the validation period using the off-line classification approach derived in the calibration period.

Four methods were tested to classify rain events online:

1. **Threshold on the observed rain intensity**—A rain event was classified as convective if the 10-min rain intensity exceeded a threshold of 5.0 mm/h. The threshold was tuned manually during the calibration period to yield a high number of correctly identified convective events and a low number of false hits and was similarly applied in other studies [9].

2. **K-means clustering**—The variables used for grouping rain events into clusters offline (Sections 2.2 and 3) were computed recursively during a rain event, whenever new observations became available. Using the loadings derived from principal component analysis in the offline situation, the variables were transformed into the same first three principal components that were used offline. Based on the computed features, the nearest cluster centre defined during offline classification was identified. If the corresponding cluster was considered a cluster of events with “high” variability, the rain event would be classified as being of “high” variability.

3. **Quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) [28]**—Principal components were computed recursively in the same way as described for the clustering procedure in point 2 above. This recursive computation was performed during both calibration and validation periods. The discriminant model was trained during the calibration period based on the clusters derived during offline classification (Section 3). For each of the clusters identified offline, the mean and the variance of the three principal components were computed and used to define a separate multivariate normal distribution for each cluster. After training the discriminant model during the calibration period, it was applied to the validation period. Here, the discriminant model would compute the likelihood (probability density) for each newly obtained value to be a member of each cluster. The value was then classified into the cluster which scored the highest likelihood [28].

4. **Random sampling**—This is a benchmark where an event is randomly classified based on the percentages of events of “high” and “low” variability identified during offline classification for the calibration period. As convective events are unlikely to occur during winter, we distinguished between summer and winter periods. 29.2% of the rain events were convective in the period from 1 May until 31 October, and 2.7% during the winter months.

3. **Results and Discussion**

3.1. **Reduction of Identification Variables Using Principal Component Analysis**

We applied PCA to the set of standardized identification variables computed for offline classification as described in Section 2. The result showed that the first three principal components captured approximately 95% of the total variance present in the dataset (Figure 2). We therefore chose to subsequently describe the variability of the rainfall measurements using the first three principal components. These were obtained as a linear combination of the original variables using the loadings shown in Table 2.
3.2. Offline Classification Using k-Means Clustering

Offline classification using k-means clustering was first performed for all rain events in the calibration dataset described in Section 2. The three principal components derived in the previous section were applied to characterize the rain events and the CH criterion described in Section 2 was evaluated for different numbers of clusters K. The result of this analysis is shown in Figure 3. A total of K = 5 clusters maximized the criterion and this was therefore considered the optimal number of clusters for the classification of the dataset.

To identify whether the rain events in a cluster should be considered as being of “high” or “low” variability, we used the standardized identification variables described in Section 2 and averaged them for all rain events within a cluster. The outcome of this procedure is shown in Table 3. A feature value
greater than zero implies that rain events in this cluster mostly have larger values for this feature than the average over all rain events. As all considered features characterize the variability of rain events, clusters with mean feature values larger than zero may be considered as containing rain events of “high variability” and the events were marked accordingly. Clusters 3 and 4 were considered to contain rain events of low variability as they generally yielded low values of the identification variables, while the other clusters were considered to contain rain events of high variability. A total of 68 out of 74 events classified as being of high variability took place in the summer period which we defined as starting on 1 May and ending on 31 October.

Table 3. Standardized identification variables averaged over all rain events with each cluster and classification into events of high and low variability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Mavint</th>
<th>Sdvint</th>
<th>Spatsd</th>
<th>Maxmax</th>
<th>Sdmax</th>
<th>Mlen</th>
<th>Mdev</th>
<th>Variability in Rain Event</th>
<th>Events in Cluster</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>–0.43</td>
<td>–0.42</td>
<td>–0.36</td>
<td>–0.36</td>
<td>–0.46</td>
<td>–0.94</td>
<td>–0.28</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>–0.24</td>
<td>–0.17</td>
<td>–0.43</td>
<td>–0.40</td>
<td>–0.34</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>–0.53</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>454</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The classification derived for the calibration dataset was subsequently applied to the validation dataset by computing the standardized identification variables for the rain events in the same manner, reducing the dataset to three principal components using the loadings derived for the calibration period (Table 2) and by performing k-means classification using the cluster centres shown in Table 3. This classification of the rain events in the validation period then formed the reference for the online classification approaches.

3.3. Temporal and Spatial Variability of the Event Groups Identified

The classification obtained in the previous section is somewhat arbitrary, as the properties and thresholds characterizing event variability were freely defined. Ideally, the classification results obtained using the scheme described above, would be compared to an expert classification, but such a classification was not available for the considered dataset. However, we investigated the degree of spatial and temporal variability in the two classes by deriving covariograms and autocorrelations for the events in the two classes.

Figure 4 shows the correlograms derived for rain events classified as “high” and “low” variability, respectively. Clearly, the measurements at different gauge locations are correlated over much longer distances for events of “low” variability, while correlation coefficients become small already for short distances for events classified as being of “high” variability.

Similarly, rainfall observations demonstrate higher autocorrelations for rain events classified as “low” variability than for those classified as “high” variability (Figure 5). Thus, we considered the two classes of rain events distinctly different in terms of spatial and temporal variability.
As a final step, methods for identifying rain events of “high” and “low” variability in an online setting were investigated. We quantify speed and accuracy of identification separately. Ideally, rain events of high variability should be identified as soon as possible after the start of the rain event with high reliability, for example, to be able to switch between operational modes or forecast models. At the same time, it is important not to falsely identify events of “low” variability as having “high” variability.

Table 4 summarizes how soon events of “high” variability were identified after the beginning of the rain event using the different approaches. In all approaches, most events of high variability were identified within one or two time steps (10–20 min) after the beginning of the event. However, the
spread of the lag times until identification varies for the different methods and the threshold method provides the fastest identification on average (Table 4).

**Table 4.** Classification results during the validation period (1078 events total) for the different approaches considered. Lag until correct identification of high variability events in time steps (median and standard deviation), % of high variability events correctly identified anywhere in the course of an event (TH), % of low variability events correctly identified for the whole duration of the event (TL), % accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification Result</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>k-means Clustering</th>
<th>QDA</th>
<th>Random Sampling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lag (median)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lag (standard deviation)</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>7.51</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH % (No. of events)</td>
<td>100.0% (217)</td>
<td>96.8% (210)</td>
<td>99.5% (216)</td>
<td>31.8% (69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL % (No. of events)</td>
<td>71.3% (614)</td>
<td>94.3% (812)</td>
<td>86.2% (742)</td>
<td>84.2% (725)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy % ACC = (TH + TL)/(no. of events)</td>
<td>77.1%</td>
<td>94.8%</td>
<td>88.9%</td>
<td>73.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All three identification methods reliably identified the events of “high” variability in the validation period and missed no more than 7 out of 217 events. This is clearly a much better result than what would be obtained using random sampling. The threshold method achieves similar reliability as the more complex QDA and k-means clustering techniques, because events of high variability are mainly characterized by high rainfall intensities. However, the method also leads to the largest number of events of low variability that were falsely identified as events of high variability (“false hits”) (Table 4 and Figure 6).

![Figure 6.](image) Number of rain events that are falsely (a) and correctly (b) identified as having “high” variability after a lag of k time steps after event start using different classification methods.

The k-means and QDA approaches consider additional rainfall characteristics in the classification and were thus better able to discriminate events in an online setting as well (Table 4 and Figure 6). The k-means method produced a very small number of false hits. As it is the same method used for producing the reference classification, it can effectively reproduce those identifications in an online setting as well with recursive computation of the variables used for characterising the variability of rain events. However, the method tends to require more time to identify convective events than the QDA approach.

The QDA method was specifically trained to reproduce the reference classification using recursively computed variables for identification. Nevertheless, this method produced a much bigger
percentage of false hits than the k-means approach. The reason for this behaviour was that the identification variables would generally have a much larger spread for the rain events belonging to clusters of “high variability”, resulting also in a larger variance of the normal distributions used for computing the likelihood of a data point being a member of those clusters. Hence, a data point located in between a cluster of “high” and a cluster of “low” variability would more likely be assigned to the cluster of high variability, leading to a slightly higher number of correctly identified events of “high variability”, but also a much larger number of false hits than for the k-means method where a data point is assigned to the nearest cluster using the Euclidean distance measure.

The above results indicated that the consideration of additional spatial and temporal features improves the classification of rain events. The k-means method provided a reliable identification of events of “high variability” with a low number of false hits. The fastest identification of events of “high variability” was provided by the threshold method, however, at the expense of a large number of false hits. The results need to be verified against an expert classification, as the methodology so far is solely data-driven. In addition, atmospheric processes vary geographically and different classification results may be obtained in different regions.

4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that k-means clustering can be a useful technique for objective classification of rain events in an offline setting after training the approach in a calibration period. Such an approach allows for the consideration of more characteristics of a rain event than simpler classification approaches based on, for example, a threshold on the maximal observed rain intensity. At the same time, the approach is computationally efficient and can be applied to, for example, radar images without requiring additional input data.

In an online application, we were able to reliably identify rain events of high spatial and/or temporal variability, typically within 10–20 min after the beginning of an event. More complex classification approaches based on k-means clustering and quadratic discriminant analysis were implemented recursively and reduced the number of false hits in comparison to a simple threshold method, as the spatial and temporal characteristics of the rain events are better accounted for.

Further work should focus on comparing the objective classification approach against subjective expert-classifications and on identifying the rainfall features which best allow the objective classification algorithm to reproduce expert classifications.
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